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to regulate his thoughts prevented him from speaking in a
sequence that students could follow.    He thought aloud,
and often spoke in an inaudible monotone.    Sometimes
Thomson's courses were delivered by-deputies.   Near the
end of a particularly instructive course from K, Miller in
1870,   a student circulated  a  scrap of paper round the
benches of the lecture theatre with the inscription: "Behold
the knight cometh, when no man can work."    While he
lived, science and industry met through his person, but only
through his person, in Glasgow.    He did not succeed in
creating a permanent solution of the problem of the relation
of university to industrial science.   But the example of his
personal success helped the establishment of better science
teaching in other universities.    The establishment of the
Cavendish Laboratory at Cambridge in 1874 was in part
stimulated by Thomson's achievements at Glasgow.   Until
the middle of the nineteenth century university science
teaching in Britain had not been orientated in directions
of interest to the industrialists who had gained the leadership
of British  society.    Before  that  date  university  science
teaching had been inspired by the mercantilists of an earlier
period of British social development.   Under their influence
astronomy was the branch of physical science with the
highest prestige, because safe navigation was dependent
on a knowledge of astronomy, and successful sea-trading
was dependent on safe navigation.   The prestige of physics
in the British universities did not surpass the prestige of
astronomy until the importance of industrialism surpassed
the  importance  of  mercantilism.     The   manufacture  of
machinery, of steam engines, and later of electrical machines
made an  exact knowledge  of the  properties  of matter
necessary to social progress.    Thomson was fond of the
term "properties of matter."    His interest reflected, in a
degree,  the  interests of the industrialist's specialist, the
engineers.    He was the chief instrument by which the
scientific studies of the British universities were reformed
to meet the needs of a new governing class.    This is the
chief explanation of his extraordinary fame, and of his
social significance.    His contemporaries celebrated him.

